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The Missing Portrait
Five wealthy men, buddies since
childhood, get together in Maine to drink
and have a look at a young woman one of
them had spotted on a visit there before.
Staring into the lounge of the Maine Hotel
for Women in Transition, the men are
fascinated with the shabby redhead. If not
so colossal, she could pass for Mary
Frances McDonald from their home town
in Pennsylvania, a miners kid none of these
men can forget. In the 1960s, these five
were teens whose families had made it into
businesses and out of the mines and
factories their immigrant ancestors had
toiled in. They paraded the streets like
prizes. Girls whose parents still earned a
living with their hands were urged to better
themselves by landing boys like them. Tim
Giovannini, son of a wealthy car dealer,
confident of the privileges his familys
status entitled him to, cruised around for
opportunities to get pretty young hopefuls
in the back seat of one of his fathers cars.
Now forty-five, Tim pretends not to be
interested in this shabby Mary Frances
look-alike in Maine. But learning that
Mary Frances has returned home from the
Navy to plead at churches, bars,
government records offices-everywhere-for
any information on the infant she gave up
at sixteen, he privately delights to imagine
the horror on her face if her long-lost child
should turn out to be some lowlife like the
one in that hotel lounge. He hears someone
shout Good luck, Sharon! as the redhead
steps outside, pulling a suitcase. He follows
her. Sharon, to ease her loneliness, goes
and stands among a group of Quakers
holding a peace vigil on a street corner.
Tim slips in next to her. Introducing
himself as Howard Parker, an attorney, he
tells her hes been trying to locate her to
unite her with her real mother, a loving
person in Pennsylvania. He thinks that
sounding religious will make her trust him,
so he claims to be a Quaker. If shell meet
him at the Quaker worship on Sunday, hell
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have more information about her mother.
Discovering that Sharon is now homeless,
he hopes one of the Quakers will trust him
enough to receive mail for her, and better
yet, encourage her to stay in touch with
him. Subjects in THE MISSING
PORTRAIT by Geraldine Glodek:
Birthmothers--Fiction: Mary Frances is
searching for the child she gave up in 1963.
Children of immigrants--Fiction: This
novel deals with the socioeconomic status
of descendants of immigrants who started
out in America as coal miners and factory
workers. Themes include status-seeking
and attitudes of entitlement among
descendants whose families made it into
professions or business ownership.
Revenge--Fiction: Tim, a wealthy car
dealers son holding a grudge against Mary
Frances for nearly thirty years, sees her
search for her child as an opportunity to
hurt her again. He tells Sharon, a shabby,
homeless young woman in Maine, that her
birth mother is a loving woman in
Pennsylvania named Mary Frances.
Homelessness--Fiction: Sharon interacts
with other homeless people, sleeping in
homeless shelters, and hanging out in
libraries and on the docks of the city
waterfront. Quakers--Fiction: There is a
scene dramatizing how Quakers worship.
When two Quakers with very different
attitudes toward Tim clash, their conflict
brings out themes important to Quakers,
particularly what it means to answer that of
God
in
a
person.
Mississippi
River--Fiction: The Mississippi River has
been a positive obsession for Tim since
childhood. Several scenes at take place at
the river. The book cover depicts the river
as part of an outline of Mary Frances as
Tim offers her a ride on a street corner in
1962. Maine--Fiction: Almost half of the
novel
takes
place
in
Maine.
Pennsylvania--Fiction: More than half of
the novel takes place in Pennsylvania. Coal
miners--Fiction: This novel includes
historical background of coal mining in
Pennsylvania and related heritage.
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News: Solving the Mystery of the Missing Portrait - History and Art Sep 6, 2016 The portrait, dated 1883, is a
full-length portrait of Douglass holding a baton, which symbolically represents his authority while he served as the
Missing Portrait Jefferson Hooke, Newton and the missing portrait The History Vault The Missing Portrait:
Band in Chicago, Illinois. Currently seeking: are a 4 piece melodic hardcore project. we are all very driven and have
much Hooke, Newton, and the missing portrait The Repository Royal Sep 21, 2016 Univision anchor Enrique
Acevedo finds portrait of the GOP nominee hanging in the sports bar at Trumps National Doral Miami hotel. none One
of the greatest painters of all time was the artist Hans Holbein. He painted the majority of the nobility of Europe,
including the ruthless Tudor King of England David Gascoyne and the missing portrait - OUPblog - Oxford Jun 17,
2016 Can you solve the mystery of the missing portrait of this famous Gippsland parliamentarian? Linda Barraclough
explains. : The Missing Portrait (9780987756503): Geraldine Sep 21, 2016 A painting by artist Havi Schanz of
Donald Trump. Trump used $10,000 of the Trump Foundations money to buy the portrait of himself. Images for The
Missing Portrait Stealing parts of language that remain missing. Why speak about the unspeakable and the silence
surrounding it. The unspeakable is a planet, our destination,. How an anchor with Univision found the missing
portrait that Trump Feb 9, 2017 The missing portrait of actor Johnny Depp taken from the ladies restroom at Frank
& Lolas Restaurant Saturday has been returned. The Missing Portrait of Hans Holbein Legends of the Hidden
Thomas Jefferson paid Gilbert Stuart $100 for a portrait, then waited 21 years for delivery. A fire-blackened canvas
discovered over a century later raises doubt Cracking the Case of the Missing Trump Portraits in Florida VA
Adventure Add a Plot Discuss The Missing Portrait of Hans Holbein (1995) on the IMDb message boards . Getting
Started Contributor Zone The Missing Portrait of Hans Holbein ABC OPEN: The Missing Portrait of Allan
McLean Sep 22, 2016 It was a four-foot-tall portrait of Trump himself, painted by Miami Beach-based artist Havi
Schanz. The painting had been auctioned off during a Nov 14, 2016 Former Michigan governor Kinsley Bingham, one
of the twelve missing governors now has his portrait hanging in the State Capitol. Cheyna [Will the missing portrait of
J.E. Purkinje painted by Frantisek - NCBI Cas Lek Cesk. 19(41):958-61. [Will the missing portrait of J.E. Purkinje
painted by Frantisek Horcicka in 1823 be found?]. [Article in Czech]. Kruta V. Charles II: The Missing Portrait jstor Raphael . Artist, Raffaello Sanzio. Year, 15131514. Dimensions, 72 cm ? 56 cm (28 in ? 22 in). Location,
whereabouts unknown since 1945 formerly exhibited at the Czartoryski Museum, Krakow, Poland. Portrait of a Young
Man is a painting in oil on panel, probably from 15131514, by the Italian News: Solving the Mystery of the Missing
Portrait - Interdisciplinary Feb 29, 2012 By Robert Fraser I am often asked to name my favourite poem by the
British writer David Gascoyne (1916-2001), my biography of whom The 10 most-wanted missing or stolen paintings
- The Telegraph Jun 15, 2014 Newton oversaw the Societys move to a new premises in Crane Court in 1710, and it is
assumed that the portrait went missing during the How a Univision anchor found the missing portrait - Chicago
Tribune The Missing Portrait (1), by John Yau Poeticous Dec 3, 2010 Newton oversaw the Societys move to a new
premises in Crane Court, and it is assumed that the portrait went missing during this move. Finally The Missing
Portrait - Band in Chicago IL - The Missing Portrait (1). It does not do you like it. Imperfect copys forgery. Posts its
vermillion decree. These anointed mistakes. Neither robust nor enticing. How a Univision anchor found the missing
portrait that Trump Feb 29, 2012 By Robert Fraser I am often asked to name my favourite poem by the British writer
David Gascoyne (1916-2001), my biography of whom Portrait of a Young Man (Raphael) - Wikipedia Five wealthy
men, buddies since childhood, get together in Maine to drink and have a look at a young woman one of them had spotted
on a visit there before. Return of Johnny Depp: Missing portrait back home at Frank & Lolas Sep 6, 2016 The
portrait, dated 1883, is a full-length portrait of Douglass holding a baton, which symbolically represents his authority
while he served as the The Portrait - Google Books Result Sep 21, 2016 A painting by artist Havi Schanz of Donald
Trump. Trump used $10,000 of the Trump Foundations money to buy the portrait of himself. David Gascoyne and the
missing portrait - OUPblog - Oxford Even though the nameplate was missing, he felt sure it was the missing portrait
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of Marianne DLots. A blast of wind entered through the drivers window like a The Missing Portrait (1) by John Yau
Poetry Foundation Most scholars who have studied the portraits of Thomas Jefferson have concluded that the first
known one was painted in London by the 24-year-old American Legends of the Hidden Temple The Missing Portrait
of Hans - IMDb 1 - Green 2 - Purple 3 - Purple 4 - Blue 5 - Red 6 - Purple 7 - Blue 8 - Red 9 - Green
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